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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The increasing contribution of incidents to freeway congestion has generated strong

interest in the development of incident detection algorithms in the last two decades.

According to Federal Highway Administration estimates (Lindley, 1986), incidents

currently account for up to 60% of the vehicle-hours lost to freeway congestion;

projection for the year 2005 indicates a 70% contribution of incidents to total delay. Fast

and accurate detection of incidents can, therefore, substantially reduce the impact of

incident congestion on freeway traffic. In particular, when an incident alarm is promptly

signaled, traffic management plans can be adjusted in real time to produce the best

control and guidance actions in freeway corridors. In addition, the incident management

process (detection, response, and clearance) is initiated as emergency vehicles can be

promptly dispatched to clear the incident.

Existing techniques for the detection of freeway incidents do not provide the

necessary reliability for freeway operations. Conventional automated techniques, based

on computerized algorithms, are less effective than is desirable for operational use

because they generate a high level of false alarms. Operator-assisted methods minimize

the false alarm risk, but suffer from missed or delayed detections, are labor intensive,

and restrict the potential benefits from advanced, integrated traffic management schemes.
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The initial phase of this research focused in assessing the performance limitations of

conventional automatic incident detection systems. That research was directed towards

two objectives, the performance evaluation of major existing algorithms and the

development of an improved algorithm. This part of the research pointed out that the

existing techniques for the automatic detection of freeway incidents are not reliable as

they are seriously handicapped by excessive, operationally unacceptable false alarm rates.

The new algorithm proposed by the authors was developed for identifying capacity-

reducing incidents in freeway traffic. That algorithm aims to minimize the number of

false alarms that the existing algorithms generate when temporal random oscillations in

the traffic measurements, frequently observed in congested flows, occur. The proposed

structure involved preprocessing the traffic data with average, median, or exponential

smoothers over data windows of approximately five minute length to eliminate or reduce

the size of traffic fluctuations. Although the new algorithm showed an improved and

satisfactory performance relative to the conventional algorithms, the initial stage of this

research pointed out the need of more research in finding ways and methods for

distinguishing between the incident and the non-incident alarms and highlighted the issues

that had to be addressed by the second stage of this project.

1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY

Responding to the need for effective and reliable detection of freeway incidents, this

research has developed and tested algorithms that efficiently detect incidents at low levels

of false alarms. Incident detection is viewed as part of a statistical decision framework

in which traffic observations are used to select the true hypothesis among a number of

alternative traffic events. Such a decision is associated with some level of risk and cost.

With respect to incidents in particular, the cost of a missed detection is expressed in

terms of increased delays and the cost of a false alarm in terms of improper deployment

of incident management resources. The objective of incident detection is to minimize



overall costs.

Freeway incident detection has traditionally been formulated as a two-hypothesis

problem, incident vs. normal traffic (Dudek, et al., 1974, Cook, et al., 1974, Collins,

et al., 1979, Ahmed, et al., 1982) or incident vs. recurrent congestion (Persaud, et al.,

1991). Few researchers have attempted to distinguish incidents from other traffic events

that can have a noticeable traffic impact, e.g., traffic pulses (Willsky, et al., 1980), or

compression waves (Payne, et al., 1978); however, no single study has considered all

major events together. Experience from the present study indicates that improved incident

detection performance can be accomplished by considering all traffic events that may be

observed during incident free conditions. These events include bottleneck congestion,

traffic pulses, compression waves, random traffic fluctuations that appear frequently and

account for a significant portion of false alarms, and erroneous measurements from

failures in the detection system.

Based on this classification, a multi-layer incident detection structure is developed

to detect major traffic disturbances, i.e., incidents and compression waves, and initiate

appropriate management and control actions. The detection structure further aims to

prevent other traffic abnormalities, i.e., bottlenecks, pulses, fluctuations, and erroneous

measurements from generating false alarms. The detection structure is developed in two

directions, (a) designing filters to process the traffic data and extract actual traffic

patterns, and (b) correlating traffic measurements in time and space to distinguish

between traffic events with similar spectral characteristics which filtering cannot

effectively separate. Traffic patterns are extracted from actual and simulated data.

Simulation is performed through a mathematical model of traffic flow developed in the

progress of the study to describe the traffic dynamics when a major disturbance, i.e.,

incident or compression wave occurs. Results from testing the proposed algorithm and

a set of existing algorithms with traffic and incident data from I-35W in Minneapolis

demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed algorithms over a number of

previous algorithms that were concurrently tested.
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In summary, the major accomplishments of the second stage of this project are:

1. Description, classification, and analysis of major types of traffic disturbance and their

characteristics.

2. Development of strategies for detecting major traffic disturbances based on their

distinctive features.

3. Development of strategies for modeling the propagation of detected traffic disturbances

and predicting the traffic conditions in the area of the disturbance.



CHAPTER 2

Data Description

2.1 PRESENCE DETECTORS

The detection and identification of freeway incidents and the classification, description

and analysis of major types of traffic disturbances require some type of sensing device

along the road so that traffic conditions can be monitored continuously. Electronic

presence detectors, having shown advantages over other types in the past, have been

installed on hundreds of miles of freeway in the United States providing observations of

the traffic conditions. The most widely used type of presence detector is the inductive

loop detector. A typical realization is a wire loop set in a square, 6'x 6', centered in the

lane and buried in the pavement. These sensors are typically found at one-half mile

intervals along the road and normally each lane has a detector. All the detectors across

the lanes at one spot of the freeway form a detector station.

A computer interrogates the loop every few milliseconds and provides a binary

signal indicating the presence or absence of a vehicle in a well defined area of the road

around the loop. This signal, that is sampled 15-60 times per second, is translated to

average traffic parameter information corresponding to 1-minute intervals, updated every

30 seconds and averaged over all lanes of the freeway. The traffic information extracted

from presence detectors include volume or flow rate, i.e., number of vehic s crossing

the detector during a specified time period, and occupancy, the percent of time that the

detector is occupied by vehicles during a specified time interval. Occupancy, a point-

measured traffic variable, provides an indirect measure for traffic density, a space

variable (number of vehicles per road length unit) which describes the traffic condition

better than occupancy, but cannot be obtained by loop detectors. Other measurements,

such as speed, can be derived from presence detector signals, but with increased effort,

special loop configuration (speed trap), and lower accuracy than that for volume and



occupancy.

2.2 TEST SITE AND DATA DESCRIPTION

The proposed algorithm testing and the identification of diffrent types of traffic

disturbances were accomplished by using a set of actual data. In particular, 140 hours

of afternoon peak period (4:00-6:00 pm.) traffic data from a 5.5-mile long segment of

southbound 1-35W in Minneapolis (Figure 2.1) were collected through the MnDOT's

Traffic Management Center. The freeway segment has three lanes along most of its

length. It includes two major bottlenecks, one freeway-to-freeway interchange and one

grade followed by shoulder elimination. In particular, southbound I-35W has.three lanes

at the detector station located at the 60th St. (60S) and drops one that enters the HWY

62 eastbound; the next detector station (61S) is located inside the two-lane curve section

as 1-35W turn in a westbound direction; the number of lanes increases back to three

before crossing the next detector station (62S), following a lane merging from HWY 62

westbound. The typical occupancy pattern in these three stations is presented in Figure

6.2; from the Figure, station 61 appears to operate at occupancies higher than those of

its neighboring stations during the greatest portion of the test period. This bottleneck spot

often creates congestion that spreads to a long freeway segment upstream. The second

bottleneck location, often experiencing recurrent congestion, is at the Minnehaha Creek

bridge (north of Diamond Lake Road), where a freeway segment with uphill grade is

followed by shoulder elimination at the bridge. A third location that occasionally creates

congestion phenomena is at the 46th St., where an exclusive exit lane upstream reduces

the number of mainline lanes from four to three followed by an entrance ramp. During

the testing period all ramps were metered and no significant bottlenecks were observed

at entrance-ramp locations. The test segment includes four entrance and five exit ramps.

The traffic data consist of 30-second volume and occupancy measurements from

loop detectors, forming 14 detector stations imbedded along the road, 0.3-0.7 miles

apart. The 30-second data are averaged across lanes so that individual lane information
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is not available. The above traffic data is a typical set collected routinely in most U.S.

cities. Certain Traffic Management Systems may obtain additional information, e.g.,

measurements for each lane, speed, and shorter-time measurements. Although this is

certainly an advantage in terms of potential incident detection performance, algorithms

that depend on such features cannot be implemented across all systems.

During the testing period, 27 incidents were reported by the traffic

operator on duty. The detection of the incidents was accomplished mostly through CCTV

cameras installed along the freeway segment, motorist calls, and state patrol reports.

Incident information includes time and location, incident type, severity, impact on traffic,

roadway condition, etc. A sample incident log is included in Appendix A. Of all

incidents, 15 were accidents; three accidents blocked moving lanes while twelve others

were moved to the shoulder. According to the operator's logs, six accidents had severe

impact on traffic operations, four happened in an already congested region, three had

limited congestion impact on traffic, and the rest were not classified. Besides the

incidents, 12 vehicle stalls were observed. All were moved to the shoulder, one had a

severe impact on traffic, one occurred in an already congested region, seven produced

limited congestion, and three were not classified. Table 2.1 describes the incident set.
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Table 2.1 Description of incident characteristics

Incidents occurring at an already congested area.

Ac idents Sails

Impact In lanes In shoulder In lanes In shoulder

Severe 2 4 - 1

In congestion- - 4 - 1

Limited - 3 - 7

Not reported 1 1 - 3
_



CHAPTER 3

Traffic Event Classification

Effective incident detection requires consideration of all major false alarm sources. In

particular, traffic flow presents a number of inhomogeneities that are often hard to

distinguish from those driven by incidents and this resemblance often leads to false

alarms. The major traffic events that result in such inhomogeneities are presented in this

section and their characteristics are described.

These events are observed under certain prevailing flow conditions. Flow

conditions can be classified as congested or uncongested. In particular, flow can be

uncongested or normal where upstream conditions control the flow, i.e., disturbances

propagate downstream; or congested where flow is affected by disturbances in

downstream conditions and, therefore, controlled by them.

Traffic events producing traffic disturbances include bottlenecks, recurrent

congestion, traffic pulses in uncongested flows, compression waves in congested flows,

random traffic fluctuations, and incidents. Sensor failure is also treated as an event but

is only related to the measurement component of traffic detection systems. The major

characteristics of each event are presented in this chapter aiming to highlight similarities

to, and differences from incidents that can be used to aid the incident detection process.

Incidents are produced from a source external to traffic and reduce roadway

capacity at the incident location (rubbernecking type) or even block part of the roadway.

Incidents create two regimes in traffic conditions, congested flow upstream (high
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occupancies) and uncongested downstream (low occupancies), as indicated in Figure 3.1

for a typical accident that blocks moving lanes. Two shock-waves are generated and

propagate in the upstream and downstream directions, each accompanying its respective

regime. The boundary of the congested region propagates in the upstream direction at an

approximate speed of 10 miles per hour, where the exact value depends on the

characteristics of the incident, the geometry of the freeway segment and the level of

traffic at the time of the incident. Downstream of the incident, the freeway is cleared of

traffic; the boundary of the cleared region propagates downstream at a speed that may

be as high as 50 mph (Payne, et al., 1978).

The evolution and propagation of each event is governed by a number of factors,

the most important of which are, type of incident, number of lanes closed (degree of

capacity reduction), traffic conditions prior to incident occurrence, and incident location

relative to entrance/exit ramps, lane drop/addition, sharp turns, and uphill road segments.

Other, less important factors, that are harder to model, include pavement condition,

composition of traffic, and driver characteristics.

Incident patterns can vary over a wide range depending on the nature of the

incident and the prevailing traffic conditions. The most distinctive incident pattern takes

place when the reduced capacity from an incident blockage falls below the oncoming

traffic volume so that a queue develops upstream. This pattern, which is clearest when

traffic is flowing freely prior to the incident, is typical when one or more moving lanes

are blocked following severe accidents (see Figure 3.1 for an example of such an

incident). The second pattern type occurs when the prevailing traffic condition is freely

moving but the impact of the incident is not severe. This may result, for instance, from

a lane blockage that still yields a reduced capacity higher than the volume of incoming

traffic. This situation may lead to missed detection, especially if the incident is not

located close to a detector. The third type characterizes incidents that do not create

considerable flow discontinuity, e.g., when a car stalls on the shoulder. These incidents

usually do not create observable traffic shock waves and have limited or no noticeable

impact on traffic operations. As a result, incident detection algorithms may not be

expected to detect such incidents. The fourth type of incident occurs in heavy traffic
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Figure 3.1 Incident pattern (I-35W north, 11/21/89).

when a freeway segment is already congested. The incident generally leads to a clearance

in the region downstream but a distinguishable traffic pattern develops only after several

minutes, except in the case of a very severe blockage. This type of incident is often

observed in secondary accidents that take place at the congested region upstream of an

incident already in progress.

A number of traffic phenomena tend to form patterns that may resemble incident

patterns. To avoid false alarms, such phenomena should be distinguished from incidents.

Bottlenecks are formed where the freeway cross-section changes, e.g., in a lane drop or

addition (including shoulder elimination), entrance ramp with a substantial on-ramp

traffic volume, and freeway interchanges. Unlike incidents that have only temporary

effect on occupancies, bottlenecks result in longer lasting spatial density or occupancy

discrepancies. A typical bottleneck situation is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The figure

presents occupancy measurements at three consecutive stations located at a freeway
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segment involving a lane drop between the first two, and a lane addition between the

second and third stations. Under normal conditions, the three stations operate at different

average occupancy levels. The recurrent congestion observed at the middle station results

from demand increase above the capacity level. This differentiates recurrent congestion

from incidents, which are caused by capacity reduction below the demand level. In

practice, however, distinguishing between demand increase and capacity reduction is

hard, especially during peak periods when traffic flow tends to be unstable.

Traffic pulses are observed in uncongested flows and are created by platoons of

cars moving downstream. Such disturbances may be caused by a large entrance ramp

volume lasting for a specified duration, for instance from a sporting event letting out.

Although this is not observed in our data set at typical entrance ramps, which were

metered for the whole duration of the testing, it is observed at a freeway interchange.

The observed pattern from such a disturbance is an increase in occupancy in the upstream

station followed by a- similar increase in the downstream station (Figure 3.3).

Compression waves occur in heavy, congested traffic, usually following a small

disturbance and are associated with severe slow-down, speed-up vehicle speed cycles.

Waves are typically manifested by a-sudden, largy increase in occupancy that propagates

through the traffic stream in a direction counter to the traffic flow as time progresses

(Figure 3.4). The data reveal that compression waves result in significantly high station

occupancies of the same magnitude as in incident patterns. Compression waves constitute

the primary source of false incident alarms.

Random fluctuations are often observed in the traffic stream as short-duration

peaks of traffic occupancy (Figure 3.5). These fluctuations, although usually not high in

magnitude, may occasionally form an incident pattern or obscure real incident patterns.

Such fluctuations occur frequently and must be prevented from producing false alarms.

Detection system failures must also be taken into account. While sensor

malfunctioning may be observed in several forms (Jacobson, et al., 1990, Cleghomrn, et

al., 1991), e.g., stuck sensors (on or off position), chattering, pulse break, hanging (on

and off), and intermittent malfunctioning, only one specific form of failure in the

detection system has been observed in the traffic data used in this study. In particular,
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Figure 3.6 Erroneous measurements (I-35W south, 7/31/89).
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the failure is observed in the form of isolated high-magnitude impulses in the 30-second

volume/occupancy measurements (Figure 3.6). Such peaks cannot represent actual traffic

fluctuations, since the impulses last only for one measuring period, and, in the majority

of cases, appear simultaneously in several detector stations. Normal shock-wave

propagation can be ruled out in this case, since a traffic change cannot travel to several

stations in 30 seconds. The peaks are more likely to result from communication noise in

the detection system (detector-wire-computer) or from temporary system failure.

The issue of incidents detected by algorithms but not detected by human operators

is discussed in later chapters. To investigate this issue, the most severe false alarms

produced by the proposed algorithms in this study were isolated and the corresponding

occupancy data were plotted. The experiment revealed that 22 of these alarms exhibit

incident-like patterns, including a number of patterns that very strongly resemble

incidents. One of these patterns is illustrated in Figure 3.7, where an incident (possibly

accident) seem to evolve during a compression wave propagation. Since incident

occurrence cannot be verified off-line, such alarms have been treated in this study as

false.

3.2 FREQUENCY DOMAIN REPRESENTATION

The detector signal that emerges during each traffic event can be described in terms of

its frequency characteristics. The frequency domain analysis is performed on occupancy

data. In particular, the signal considered in this analysis is that of the spatial occupancy

difference between two consecutive detectors. Preliminary spectral analysis of single

station measurements did not produce as discernable patterns as those of the spatial

difference. In this section, analysis of actual traffic patterns from the data set provided

by the Traffic Management Center is performed. Additional analysis on simulated traffic

patterns is presented in Chapter 6.

The actual data consist of a one-minute average of occupancy updated every 30

seconds. The corresponding sampling rate is roughly f, = 0.033 Hz i.e., (30 sec), 1. By
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the Nyquist sampling theorem the relevant frequency range is from zero to 16.7 mHz.

The theorem states that, because of the aliasing artifacts (overlapping of frequency

patterns) inherent in sampling or digitizing a signal, only the frequencies from 0 to 1/f,

(the sampling frequency) will contain unique and uncorrupted information provided that

the sampling frequency is chosen such that the continuous data that are being sampled

have very limited spectral content beyond hf,.

In designing filters that distinguish incidents from compression waves, filter length

N=32 has been selected. The same window length is employed in the present analysis

assuming that the signal is stationary within a 16-minute period. The spectral resolution

provided by such a window size is f/N = 33 mHz/32 = 1.04 mHz. Spectral analysis

was performed employing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method. FFT's are performed

in successive, overlapping steps so that a three dimensional plot of the magnitude vs.

frequency can be seen vs. time. Windows are being moved one sample at a time. Zero

padding (a process where a time-domain sequence is augmented with zero amplitude

samples) is performed to increase the smoothness of the frequency domain representation

of the signal and eliminate unwanted truncation effects. Data blocks are augmented with

32 zero samples, so a 64-sample FFT is performed. The following analysis presents

typical frequency domain patterns of the major types of traffic events.

Recurrent congestion results from geometry changes (e.g., lane drop or addition)

in the freeway. In such a situatiog, the spatial occupancy difference signal has an

approximately constant value over a large time period. The frequency domain pattern

exhibits a strong low frequency component peaking at zero frequency, as illustrated in

Figure 3.8. The low frequency component appears for almost the entire time period.

Spectral power in high frequencies is negligible.

Incidents result in a long-duration pulse-like time domain pattern of the spatial

occupancy difference. The existence of congestion after the incident results in spectral

patterns similar to congestion ones, i.e., high magnitudes at low frequencies with a peak

at zero. In addition, incidents result in abrupt temporal occupancy changes in the time

domain. The transition of the spatial occupancy difference from low magnitude (normal
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conditions) to high magnitude (incident congestion conditions) in the time domain

increases the spectral power at frequencies beyond the 'low' range, as illustrated in

Figure 3.9. Spectral activity at those frequencies is further forced by the oscillatory

transient response of the dynamic traffic system to the incident. The key difference,

therefore, between congestion and incident spectra is in terms of peak width. Incident

peak width varies with time, being larger at the onset of incident congestion. The onset

of the incident is clearly illustrated in the spectral pattern of Figure 3.9 with temporarily

increased spectral amplitudes at all frequencies. Figure 3.10 presents the frequency

domain representation of the pattern that strongly resembles an incident but was not

reported by the operator as such (Figure 3.7). The spectral pattern tails off as frequency

increases at any time frame. With respect to time variation, the spectrum presents a

concave pattern, i.e., the spectral peak widens at the beginning and the end of the traffic

event.

Compression wave spectral analysis reveals that, although some compression

waves show low frequency components comparable to incident ones, they all exhibit a

significant second peak offset from zero. This behavior can be explained by visualizing

the spatial occupancy difference during a compression wave which presents a rough

sinusoidal pattern. Analysis of 16 compression waves revealed that this peak occurs at

a frequency around 2.47 mHz1 in the average. The off zero peak is used to distinguish

compression waves from incidents. Multiple compression waves, i.e., waves closely

spaced in time, appear to have a spectral pattern similar to that of a single compression

wave. Figure 3.11 presents the spectral pattern of the compression wave in Figure 3.4.

The compression wave, shown in the foreground, displays a significant peak well offset

of zero. An incident pattern that evolves at a later time is also illustrated in the spectral

representation of Figure 3.11.

Traffic pulses result in time domain patterns similar to ones of compression

1 It is convenient to use actual frequency rather than normalized one, [O,ir], in the
discussion of traffic patterns because each event has a true actual-frequency spectral distribution.
Using normalized frequency, a change in the sampling frequency from fst to fs2 would result in
a change in the normalized frequency from x at fsi to x(fsti/fs2) at fst.
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waves, except that pulses appear first at an upstream station and propagate downstream.

The difference in sense of propagation has an effect only in the spectral phase. The

spectral magnitude of the traffic pulse in Figure 3.3 is shown in Figure 3.12 and is

similar to those of compression waves.

Random fluctuations and impulsive system failure patterns appear to have little

effect on the frequency characteristics other than a small power contribution at high

frequencies in the spectrum. In the system failure case, the noise levels are small due to

the fact that the system fails simultaneously and in a similar manner at all stations, so the

spatial difference partially cancels, which is desirable. Figure 3.13 shows the frequency

domain pattern corresponding to a data block that contains high impulses. The impulses

appear during the last frames in time.

In order to design filters for distinguishing traffic events, the spectral

characteristics of each event should be quantified. This is done by analyzing a number

of patterns of each event and recording statistical values for the center frequency and the

width of the spectral peak. The process of analyzing the spectral content of traffic events

can be summarized as follows:

* The process begins by inspecting the time domain patterns between consecutive

stations to identify unusual activity in the data. An existing detection algorithm may be

used to aid in the process.

* Next, FFT's are performed over a 32-sample moving (by one sample at a time)

window for the entire data period (typically 240 samples). Zero padding is employed

augmenting data blocks with 32 zero samples and a 64-sample FFT is performed.

* The FFT spectra for the 240 data blocks are plotted in a 3-D configuration (spectral

amplitude vs. frequency and vs. time) for discovering trends in the spectral patterns with

respect to time.

* Spectral information, such as peak location and width, corresponding to major traffic
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events are recorded. Peak width can be recorded either by deciphering the 3 dB points2

(which may be difficult to do if the spectrum is not relatively smooth) or by locating

reasonable zeros or lows between peaks.

The results of the spectral analysis of several patterns within each traffic event

class are tabulated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Spectral characteristics of traffic events

number center frequency width of peak
pattern of (mHz) (mHz)

patterns Imean std. dev. mean std. dev.

Incident 20 0 - 1.32 0.354

Compr. wave 16 2.47 0.780 1.560' 0

Pulse 4 0.817 0.876 4.33 1.38

Congestion 3 0 -1.03 0

* Compression waves often do not present an observable trough between the distinguishing peak

and the zero frequency peak to allow an accurate width estimation. A practical estimation of peak

width is, width = 2 (standard deviation of peak center frequency).

2 The 3 dB point is usually used as a reference point to specify the width of a well

defined lobe. It represents the point at which the power level of the signal is half of the peak

level i.e., the point has an amplitude of (A/2)^ = 0.707A, where A is the amplitude at the peak

(the conversion of 0.707 to decibels results in 201og(0.707) = 3 dB).



CHAPTER 4

Proposed Detection Structure

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A number of events occur in freeway traffic and their patterns present similarities to each

other. Distinguishing among traffic events requires combining a number of detection

methods; such methods evolve from observations on the features that best differentiate

between each pair of events. Implementation of different methods in a single detection

system can be accomplished with a multi-layer structure. Such a structure is further

imposed by the fact that detection and classification of certain events (i.e., incidents and

compression waves) are desirable to reduce their adverse effect on traffic through

appropriate control action; detection of other events (i.e., recurrent congestion at

bottleneck locations, traffic pulses, random fluctuations, and system failures) aims to

minimization of emergency alarms that would lead to unnecessary deployment of traffic

restoration units. A reasonable detection structure consists of a detection layer where all

undesirable false alarm sources (e.g., random fluctuations) are ideally eliminated, and

a classification layer where the detected traffic disturbances (i.e., incidents and

compression waves) are classified. This chapter describes such a detection system. The

development of the system elements is described in the following chapters.

4.2 TWO-LAYER INCIDENT DETECTION SYSTEM

The proposed incident detection system performs detection at two layers, as illustrated
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in Figure 4.1. Occupancy data from upstream and downstream detector stations are

preprocessed in layer 1 (detection layer) by algorithms designed to filter out undesirable

traffic disturbances (congestion, pulses, traffic fluctuations, and sensor failures). These

algorithms, coded as DELOS algorithms, are developed and their performance is

evaluated in Chapter 5. The alarms generated by these algorithms ideally correspond to

either incidents or compression waves. Traffic data corresponding to these alarms are the

input for layer 2 (classification layer) that aims to classify the alarms between the two

possible sources. Because noisy measurements from sensor failures may occur

concurrently with other traffic events (e.g., incidents), data blocks corresponding to such

events are processed by an impulse removal filter before attempting classification in layer

2. A method is developed to detect impulsive noise in the data and selectively correct the

corrupted measurements. Two alternative approaches are used for classification of

incidents and compression waves. In the first, specialized filters are designed based on

actual and simulated incident and compression wave data. Simulated data are extracted

from a macroscopic model that is developed in this study (Chapter 6) to describe the

traffic dynamics during major traffic disturbances, i.e., incidents and compression waves.

The second classification approach employs cross-correlating upstream and downstream

detector data blocks that correspond to alarms generated by DELOS algorithms.

Impulsive noise removal is particularly important for such a detection method, since

cross-correlation estimation is sensitive to noisy measurements.

As a final comment in this chapter, the proposed structure aims to detect and

distinguish between incidents and compression waves. The detection performance,

however, can be assessed only with respect to incidents for which information is

available from operator logs. Unlike incidents, compression waves are not currently

monitored and, therefore, no ground truth exists to support assessment of algorithm

performance with respect to this type of traffic events.



CHAPTER 5

DELOS Incident Detection Algorithm

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Traffic data, essential for the detection of freeway incidents, are often corrupted by

short-term traffic inhomogeneities that may impair the detection performance. A new

incident detection algorithm is developed that employs temporal averaging (lowpass

filtering) of the detector data to reduce the adverse effect of traffic inhomogeneities and

enhance the incident signal. The proposed logic, DELOS (DEtection LQgic with

Smoothing), employs filters that smooth the raw data over sufficiently large time

windows to eliminate short-term traffic disturbances such as, random fluctuations, traffic

pulses, and erroneous measurements from detector failures. Further, it employs

comparisons of the smoothed occupancy over time to distinguish slowly emerging

recurrent congestion at bottleneck locations from fast evolving incidents. For smoothing

detector occupancy measurements over time, three types of smoothers are considered,

moving average, statistical median, and exponential smoother.

The proposed algorithm combines certain features of comparative and time series

algorithms and seeks to increase the decision confidence that an alarm corresponds to an

incident and not to unexpected traffic disturbances. More specifically, the algorithm aims

to detect specific, incident related, occupancy changes in time and space in a manner

similar to the California algorithm. It also smooths past detector output in a manner

similar to the Standard Deviation algorithm. The major innovation of the algorithm is

that, in addition to smoothing past values, it smooths current occupancy values, thus,
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reducing the false alarm risk from short-duration traffic fluctuations.

Further, in a manner similar to, but more effective than, in previous algorithms,

the proposed structure attempts to distinguish recurrent from incident congestion on the

basis of slow or fast evolution of the congestion respectively. In particular, the

distinguishing logic is based on temporal comparison of the detection variable, the spatial

occupancy difference between adjacent stations. For comparison, the incident test of the

California algorithm considers the occupancy reduction at the downstream station.

However, such reduction is not always observed during incidents.

5.2 FILTER ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

The spectrographic analysis in Chapter 4 reveals that for enhancing the incident signal

two filters are needed; a lowpass filter can capture the congestion effect of the incident

and a bandpass filter can capture the temporal spectral excitation at frequencies off zero

during the onset of congestion. In this section, we illustrate the properties of two linear

and time-invariant filter types, i.e., moving average and exponential, and construct the

general form of lowpass and bandpass filters based on the initial filters. The analysis

does not apply to the non-linear median filter that has also been used in this study.

A moving average filter is an example of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter,

i.e., a system whose output time sequence is a linear combination of a finite number N

of samples from the input sequence of the time signal. An exponential filter represents

an infinite impulse response (IIR) system in which each value of the output time sequence

is a linear combination of past values of the output sequence and input sequence samples.

IR filter can equivalently be described as systems with an output that is a function of an

infinite number of input samples. Further, filtering is defined as causal if the output is

a function of only current and past values of input and output sequences. The general

form of FIR and I-R causal filters is summarized in Table 5.1.

A frequency selective filter is a system that passes certain frequency components

and rejects all others. In a broader context, it is any system that modifies certain

frequencies relative to others. The design of filters involves the following stages:
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Table 5.1 Notational summary of FIR and IIR causal filters

input: x[O ... x[c)
output: yl0] .. y[c],
where 0 is the first sample and c is the last.

FIR filtering:
y[l = a0xU] + ax[i-1] +... + aix[i-N+ I]
ao ., ,a. represents the weights of the FIR filter.

R filte..... ....ring ....
y[i = ax[+ ax[i-j + .. + ax[i-N+1]

biy[i-1] + by[i-21 + .. + b,,y)i-M+1]
ao .... a, and bi ... bM.l represent the weights of the IIR filter.

(1) specification of the desired properties of the system; (2) approximation of the

specifications using a causal discrete-time system; and (3) realization of the system. In

this chapter, we investigate the properties of a number of filter types and design a few

filters according to these specifications. The third element depends on the technology to

be used for the implementation and is not explored here. Since filters are discussed with

respect to time and frequency domain characteristics, it is useful to state some properties

of the Fourier transform (Table 5.2) and a few Fourier transform pairs (Table 5.3).

5.2.1 Moving average lowpass filter

A causal moving average system is defined by the equation,

14- (5.1)
y[n] - h[n]*x[n] - xn-k]

M k-0

where the asterisk denotes convolution (see Table 5.2). We confine our discussion to

causal systems, since only such systems can be implemented in real time. The moving

average impulse response function (transfer function) h[n], shown in Figure 5.1 for two

values, i.e., M=6 and M= 10, can be written as,
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Table 5.2 Fourier Transform Theorems

Time Sequence Fourier Transform

x[n], y[n] X(eiw), Y(eiw)

1. ax[n] + by[n] aX(ei) + bY(ejw)

2. x[n-nj (nd integer) e*'X(e")

3. x[n] * y[n]' X(eiw)Y(ew )

1
4. x[n]y[n] - X(eý Y(e -)dO

2r n .

Table 5.3 Fourier Transform Pairs

Time Sequence Fourier Transforms

1
1. o(u[n]

1 n
2. u[n] - + rr6(w+2rrk)1-e-" k=.co

sinw ,.n 1Jf, \w _w,
3.- 1-- X(eOi

rrn [0, we< |lwiSr

Unit step sequence u[n] = 1 , n < : 0 ,0, n<0.

1 The symbol ( ) denotes linear convolution which is defined as the operation that involves
multiplying one sequence by the time-reversed and linearly shifted version of the other and then

M
summing the values of the product for all m, i.e., x[m ] y [n-m] .

m-0
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h[n] - 1 (u[n] - u[n-M+1]) (5.2)

where u[n] is the unit step sequence defined in Table 5.3. Using the Fourier transform

Table 5.3 and the first two Fourier properties from Table 5.2, we find its frequency

response as,

- l-e-i
H(e j ) -

M i-e-jw

- e- j1_ / e J/2-e-J2 (53)
M e-ji/2 ejw/2_-ei-/2

- e.-, j 1)/ s2in (cjM/2)
M sin(wl/2)

The frequency response magnitude, I H(e3 ) I , falls off at high frequencies, while phase

{H(eim} = - w(M-1)/2 varies linearly with w. The magnitude (gain) of H(e&) is plotted

in Figure 5.2 for M=6 and M= 10. The attenuation at high frequencies suggest that the

system will smooth out rapid variations in the input sequence, i.e., it is a rough

approximation of a low pass filter. It can be seen that increasing the order of the system

M results in lower total system power, narrower mainlobe, and approximately same

sidelobe to mainlobe amplitude ratio.

5.2.2 Exponential lowpass filter

A causal exponential system can be described by the difference equation,

y[n] - (1-a)y[n-1] + ax[n] (5.4)

Equation (5.4) can be written in an infinite summation form as,

y[n] - a (-a)k x[n-k] , (5.5)
k-0
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which can be seen as a linear convolution operation of the input x[n] and the system

function,

h[n] - a (1-a)n u[n], n>O. (5.6)

The sufficient condition for h[n] to result in stable system is a < 1. The system impulse

response function is illustrated in Figure 5.3 for a=0.03 and a=0.10. The frequency

domain representation of the system function can be derived from Table 5.3 as,

H(elj) . - a . (5.7)
1- (1-a)e -j

The equation produces a curve that drops off as 11/w. Figure 5.4-illustrates the frequency

response of two exponential systems, a=0.03 and a=0. 10.

5.2.3 Bandpass filter design from lowpass filters

Bandpass filters can be designed with appropriate transformation of low pass filters. A

double box structure of the form,

M-I -I (5 -

y C -nx[n-k] x[n-M-j . (5.8)
Sk-0 j0O

is extensively used in the detection algorithms that are described later in this chapter.

Using the Fourier transform properties and Eqn. (5.3), we find,

H(e) _- le-J(M-1)/2 sin(wM/2)
M sin (o/2) ( )

1 e-j(nM-I)/2 e -jw sin (oN/ 2)
N sin(c1w/2)

The impulse and frequency responses of such a system are illustrated in Figures 5.5 and

5.6 respectively for M=6 and N= 10. Numerical analysis of the movement of the peak

with respect to box sizes indicates that the principle lobe moves farther away from the

origin if box M is shortened. If this box is held constant in length, the effect of

lengthening box N is to move the principle lobe closer to the origin.
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Bandpass filters can also be constructed from exponential lowpass systems, e.g.,

a 0

y(n) - a E (1-a)k x[n-k] - (1-0)J x(n-M-j]. 5.10
k-0 j-0

The frequency domain representation of the system function can be derived from Table

5.3,

a $e" j

H(eJw) - (, - . (5.11)
1-(1-a)e- 1- (1- )e-j"

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate the impulse and frequency responses of the system for

a=--=0.035and M=6.

5.2.4 Median filters

A third type of filter that was employed with success in this study is the median filter

which performs the transformation

y[n] - median {x[n], x[n-l], ... , x[n-M+1] }. (5.12)

The filter is non-linear and, therefore, the above analysis does not apply. Intuitively,

however, the filter should have a behavior similar to the average filter. Therefore,

empirical comparison of performance results with those of other filters was the only

method undertaken to examine the performance of this filter. As with the other two filter

types, the median filter was used in a double box mode of operation, i.e., the difference

between a short and a long filter box (from the time domain viewpoint) or a wide and

a narrow filter (from the frequency domain viewpoint) was considered.
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5.3 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Our review of incident detection strategies that are currently implemented in Incident

Management Systems indicates that, algorithms involving simple volume and occupancy

comparisons based on aggregate (20-60 sec) traffic counts, such as the California

algorithm, have received the most attention by practitioners. In general, algorithms that

are intuitively appealing, computationally simple, and based on traffic data that are

widely available are most likely to be implemented in freeway control systems.

Within this specification framework, the proposed logic aims to develop simple

occupancy tests to distinguish incidents (and, less importantly, compression waves) from

other traffic disturbances. Two major incident characteristics can be used for this

purpose. In particular, incidents result in rapid temporal changes in the traffic condition

or state. Further, the duration of incidents is longer than that of other traffic

disturbances. The first characteristic can be used to distinguish incident congestion from

bottleneck (recurrent) congestion that evolves slowly as compared to incident congestion.

The duration characteristic can differentiate incidents from disturbances, especially traffic

pulses, compression waves, random fluctuations, and detector system failures, that are

generally short-lived.

To differentiate an incident pattern from other traffic event patterns, the proposed

logic considers two time periods. The past period corresponds to the pre-incident period

and calculations within that period aim to assess the predominant traffic conditions before

an incident. Such consideration is necessary since the impact of an incident depends not

only on its severity but also on the traffic conditions prior to its occurrence. The upper

part of Figure 5.9 presents occupancy time series data at the upstream and downstream

stations of an incident location (Minneapolis, I-35W, 11/16/89). The current period

begins at the end of the past period. Occupancy values in the current period assess the

current traffic conditions. If an incident is assumed to occur at time to, the past period

is defined as the period from to-N to to-1, i.e., [to-N, to-1], and the current as [to, to+M-

1] (Figure 5.10), where M and N are determined below. Since M data values after the

incident occurrence need to be known before making a decision, we consider the
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Figure 5.10 Data windows for DELOS algorithm.

transformation t=to+M-l to refer not to occurrence time to but to the time that all the

required data are available. With this transformation the current period becomes [t-M+ 1,

t], and the past [t-M-N+ 1, t-M]. Following this transformation, the hypothesis "incident

at time to", rather than "at t", is tested.

The proposed detection logic is as follows. At each time a new occupancy value

becomes available, two smoothed occupancy values are calculated for each detector,

denoted by 6jc(t)for the current and 6iP(t-M) for the past period. Three alternative types

of smoothing have been considered in the study, linear (moving average) described by

Eqn. (5.1), exponential by Eqn. (5.4), and median by Eqn. (5.12). To illustrate, the

linearly smoothed values for the current and past windows are,

1 (t) - (5.13)

and

N-1

6? (t-M) - oi ( t-M-k) , (5.14)
k-0
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where i indicates detector stations.

The algorithm performs two tests. The first, in a way similar to the California

algorithm, examines the spatial difference,

A5,I.+(t) - 65(t) - 6 .(t), (5.15)

to detect congestion between the adjacent stations i and i+ 1. The above difference is

normalized by the maximum of ^6(t-M) and 6i+,P(t-M) to reflect changes relative to

previous traffic conditions. The first test acts as a lowpass filter and identifies traffic

patterns with low frequency components, i.e., traffic congestion resulting from either

bottlenecks, incidents, or compression waves. Normalization results in scaling the

spectral magnitudes before thresholding is applied. After congestion is detected, the

second test employs the temporal change of the spatial occupancy difference to decide

whether the congestion is of recurrent (slow evolving) type or has resulted from an

incident (or possibly a compression wave). The variable used for the incident test is,

1,'1+(t)- [=a(t)-6,1(t)] - [e,^t-M)-•I(t-M)], (5.16)

normalized, as previously, by the maximum of \P(t-M) and Oi+,P(t-M). The test applies

a bandpass filter, as in Eqn. (5.8), and aims to reveal traffic events with considerable

spectral power at frequencies off-zero, i.e., incidents and compression waves. For

comparison, the incident test of the California algorithm considers the temporal

difference of single occupancy values [oi.I(t-d) - o,+(t)] normalized by oi+1(t-d). In

summary, the new algorithm employs the following tests:

6C(t) - 6+(t)
Congestion test: > Ti (5.17)

max {6aP(t-M), 61+1 (t-M)}

[6CI(t) - 6+ 1 (t)] - [6,(t-M) - ,+(t-M)]
Incident test: > T2, (5.18)

max {6P(t-MM), 6,+P(t-M)}



where TI, T2 are the congestion and incident test thresholds respectively. After an

incident is signaled, the congestion test is employed at consecutive time intervals to

indicate the period that the incident is in effect. The alarm is terminated at the first time

interval that the congestion test fails.

The choice of M and N in the above transformations followed practical

considerations. Preliminary data screening indicated that, for incident detection

applications, 5-minute averaging removes short-term traffic fluctuations without

modifying the overall traffic pattern. However, to avoid long detection time, shorter

averaging periods may be used for the current data. The selected values of M and N do

not represent the outcome of a formal optimization procedure, mainly because the data

set used in this study is not adequately large to allow conclusive selection of these

parameters. Alternatively, a wide variety of values were analyzed by applying the

corresponding algorithm to the data set as described in the next section.

The congestion and incident test value sequences for the incident in Figure 5.9

are depicted in the lower part of the figure for M=6 and N= 10. The congestion variable

exhibits high values throughout the incident duration while the incident test attains high

positive values at the beginning of the incident and negative values at its end.

A number of algorithms have been developed along the three major types of

smoothing described above. For easy reference the algorithms are coded as DELOS x.y

(z,w), where, x and y represent the type of smoother that is used for the past and current

period respectively, with the values of 1 for average, 2 for median, and 3 for exponential

smoother. Further, z and w represent the past and current period window sizes to smooth

the data in the average or median smoother. In exponential smoothers, z represents the

smoothing factor a, and w is the time lag M between the end of the past and the end of

the current period. In combined filtering, i.e., exponential smoothing for the past data

and linear smoothing for the current, the window size for the current data period

represents the above time lag. For example, DELOS 3.1 (0.05, 6) is assigned in the

algorithm which smooths past data exponentially with a =0.05 and current data with an

average 6-sample window.
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Figure 5.11 presents the flow diagram of the average algorithm, DELOS 1.1 (10,6).

Further, Figure 5.12 illustrates the application of the algorithm in detecting an actual

accident that the traffic operator classified as having had limited impact on traffic. As the

figure indicates, fluctuations in traffic occupancy exist under non-incident conditions,

however, these fluctuations are usually short in duration, tend to cancel each other, and

can thus be removed with data averaging. The 10-interval average 6iP(t-M) - 6i+^P(t-M)

indicates that the two stations operated, in the average, at about the same occupancy prior

to the incident. The incident, on the other hand, created a high, persistent difference in

average occupancy between the two stations. In this example:

6.C(t) - 6,+1 (t) = 10.5,

6,P(t-6) - 6,.+P(t-6) = -2,

A61 ,+jcP(t) = 10.5-(-2) = 12.5,

6,o(t-6) = 19.5,

6,+jP(t-6) = 21.5,

mt = max {19.5, 21.5} = 21.5,

congestion variable value = 10.5/21.5 = 0.49, and

incident variable value = 12.5/21.5 = 0.58.

5.4 DELOS DETECTION PERFORMANCE

Results from tests evaluating the effectiveness of DELOS algorithms are presented in this

section. As for previous algorithms, performance is quantified in terms of detection rate,

false alarm rate, and mean time-to-detect and assessed via operating characteristic

curves. Three types of smoothing have been considered in this study, linear (average),

median, and exponential. Past and current occupancy measurements are smoothed

according to one of the above types and are included in the corresponding version of the

algorithm. For each type of smoothing, several alternative filter are constructed by

varying the data window sizes or the value of the smoothing parameter a and tested.

Further, performance comparison across different smoothing types is performed.
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improvement is accomplished at the expense of higher detection time.

5.4.3 Exponential smoothing

While in the previous smoothing techniques the smoothing parameter is the window

length, exponential smoothing is determined by the smoothing factor a. Our investigation

indicated that sufficient smoothing is achieved by values of a smaller than 0.10. Tables

B.8 - B. 10 (Appendix B) and Figure 5.15 present the performance result of three DELOS

versions with smoothing parameter values 0.03, 0.05, and 0.10 respectively. In each

version, the same a value was used for both current and past data. The time .lag between

the end of the past and the end of the current period is six time intervals in all cases

examined. The detection performance graph in Figure 5.15 shows that lower values of

a result in slightly improved detection performance. Regarding the average detection

time, Tables B.8 - B. 10 indicate that, in general, detection time decreases as a increases.

5.4.4 Combination of exponential-linear smoothing

The algorithm that employs exponential smoothing for filtering past data and average

smoothing for filtering current data intuitively makes the most appropriate distinction

between pre- and post-incident conditions. In particular, the exponential smoother

averages over a long past period to better assess traffic conditions prior to the incident,

and the average smoother acts within a short window to account only for measurements

while the incident is in progress. The performance measures for three DELOS 3.1

versions (a =0.03, 0.05, 0.10, and M=6) are presented in Tables B. 11 - B. 13 (Appendix

B) and Figure 5.16. The three versions exhibit similar detection performance indicating

that, the smoothing parameter for past data does not substantially affect the algorithm

performance. Similarities in performance are also observed in average detection times,

as indicated by the performance tables.
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Figure 5.15 DELOS operating characteristic curves: exponential smoothing.
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5.5 CONCLUSION

Concluding this chapter, DELOS development aimed to distinguish major traffic

disturbances (mainly incidents) from other traffic abnormalities. However, because of

similar spectral characteristics, filtering applied by DELOS does not adequately to

differentiate between incidents and compression waves. Further development in the

following chapters aim to accomplish such distinction. To get a better insight in the

traffic dynamics during such events, a simulation method is developed in the next chapter

and used to supplement the existing actual data with simulated traffic patterns.



CHAPTER 6

Dynamic Modeling of Incidents

and Compression Waves

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Severe traffic disturbances can substantially reduce freeway efficiency and safety.

Incidents, for instance, account for up to 60% of the total vehicle-hours lost to

congestion (Lindley, 1986). Compression waves also contribute to increases in delays and

the number of accidents in freeways. Fast and accurate identification of these

disturbances can lead to improved control strategy design and effective incident detection

and management. This research effort aims to investigate the characteristics of incidents

and compression waves employing a macroscopic traffic flow model that is presented in

this chapter. The model focuses on analyzing abrupt traffic changes (incidents and

compression waves), an area in which limited work is available. Testing of the model is

limited to qualitative analysis in a pipeline freeway section and sensitivity analysis of the

model parameters. Incident and compression wave patterns are generated and their time

and frequency domain characteristics are illustrated.

6.2 MACROSCOPIC MODELS OF FREEWAY TRAFFIC FLOW

A spatially discrete model can be derived from a continuous flow formulation (see, e.g.,

Payne, 1979, Papageorgiou, et al., 1989) by introducing spatially aggregate variables in

the corresponding differential equation. For this reason, we subdivide the freeway into
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small sections, each having length Ax. Further, with At being the sample time interval,

we introduce space-time discretized traffic variables as follows:

k-1 density of section j at time interval n,

uj% speed at section j and time interval n,

q," flow at section j and time interval n, and

rj*, sj" entrance/exit ramp flow at section j and time interval n (if any).

With these variables, a space-time discretized form of the conservation equation

can be written so as to provide a stable difference approximation. Lax and Wendroff

(1960) proposed the following finite difference scheme to calculate one dimensional, time

dependent compressible flows containing strong shocks:

k-n+1 1 (k n+k ) + (At nQ -_.) + At - g ), 6.K 2 " •(k - ) + 3 (3 -I-QI 2 -- (2j-1 9 ) 6

where gq, is the generation term and Qj" = k•,u(kn); u(k.,) is the equilibrium speed

corresponding to k"1. While Lax and Wendroff used a simple continuum formulation

based on the equilibrium speed-density relationship Payne (1971) additionally considered

the momentum equation. The discretized model is described by the equations,

k - k+ q + - q - q + r -s] (6.2)

u - u + At -unUj '- A + t(u.(k) -u -
(6.3)

vAt ki÷-kj
j+

J

n+1 -, nqj - kj uj, (6.4)
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where T and v are referred to as the relaxation and anticipation parameter respectively,

and Ax, At, space and time discretization. Willsky et al. (1980) added an acceleration

noise term, wj, to the relaxation term of the momentum equation to model normal

variations in velocities that are due to the statistical behavior of individual drivers,

unI - uJ + At u-"U -1] + -(Ue(k")-u++wj) -
(6.5)

vAt k 1 -kJ

Other discretized forms of the continuum formulation have also been proposed. Cremer

(1981) added a constant density parameter K to the kj1 term in the denominator of the

anticipation term to keep the whole term limited when k1 becomes small. Further,

Papageorgiou (1989) added a parameter r in the convection term to investigate the

importance of this term in the model calculations. Following these refinements in Payne's

model, the speed equation is written as,

n12u - " + At -u + nue (k") -u
(6.6)

T -n n

kj +

6.3 TRAFFIC FLOW MODEL FOR INCIDENTS AND COMPRESSION WAVES

Existing macroscopic models do not respond to severe traffic disturbances, especially

compression waves, with reasonable traffic patterns. In particular, these models fail to

adequately amplify the compression wave disturbance and, as a result, the compression

wave disappears soon after traveling a short distance; by contrast, actual compression

waves may propagate for a few miles. Addressing this issue, we introduce a model that

can realistically describe large traffic disturbances, such as, severe shock waves.
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Reasonable response of the traffic system to an introduced disturbance, and reasonable

propagation speed, duration, and magnitude of the disturbance away from the location

of occurrence are desirable features of the model. Regarding stability, unrealistically high

oscillatory model behavior is to be avoided.

The discretized conservation equation is written as,

kn - k + At(q-ln-qn÷1)" (6.7)
J J J-j- +

The equation, similarly to the Lax and Wendroff discretization, replaces qi* in the

corresponding Eqn. (6.2) of previous studies (Payne 1971, Papageorgiou 1989) with q+,

and introduces a parameter 0. The flow replacement is necessary, since, in congested

flows (e.g., upstream of an incident), flow is controlled by downstream conditions so that

the flow exiting linkj is more likely to be determined by the flow at the downstream link

j +1. Further, the parameter 3 was introduced to control the rate of density changes

within a realistic range. The selection of Ax and At is such as to maintain the

relationship,

> Uf, (6.8)

where uf is the free flow speed. This condition is required so that the solution remains

within reasonable bounds (Michalopoulos, et al. 1984).

The general form of the discretized momentum equation is,

n+ 1+"At Un U-U_ 1 -"At
' -u; [1+u2At -u+ (kJ) -u -

(6.9)

vAt k -0+rj
j+1
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where r, and 2 are introduced to control the importance of the respective terms. Since

we are mostly dealing with congested operations, it is reasonable to consider mainly

congestion related terms. In particular, following previous findings (Kyte, et al., 1989),

the anticipation term should be dominant over the convection term, and for simplicity,

we set ' = 0. Further, in rapidly changing flow conditions (e.g., after an incident), it

was found preferable to adjust the speed tuj' according to the equilibrium speed Ue,

rather than u,1, to avoid error accumulation and instability; this is equivalent to

considering the factor 2At/T equal to one. With these simplifications, the momentum

equation is written,

U'  - u -(k j-kj (6. 10)

After the speed ui. I is calculated from (6.10), the density is adjusted to conform to the

equilibrium speed-density relationship. The flow is calculated from the relationship

qn - k ui (6.11)

6.3.1 Equilibrium speed-density relationship

A speed density relationship of the general form (May, et al. 1967)

Ue(k) - u [1 - (k/kjm)Pr (6 .12)

is considered. The relationship reflects well actual observations that present a region of

almost constant speed at low densities and a tail off at high densities. Parameter values

p=2 and r=20 produce a curve comparable to the exponential relationship proposed by

Drake et al. (1967). Free flow speed uf= 60 mi/hr and jam density k =400 veh/mi lead

to critical density kc,=62 veh/mi at maximum flow of 2300 veh/hr. Figure 6.1 presents

the speed-density and the corresponding flow-density relationship used in this study.
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6.3.2 Incident modeling

Incidents result in blockage of part of the roadway and lead to capacity reduction locally.

Since the capacity of a freeway link is determined by the steady state flow-density

relationship (Figure 6.1), an incident can be modeled by drastically changing this

function. Willsky, et al., (1980) proposed decreasing the size of k , (k, corresponds to

maximum flow or capacity) in link j, in which the incident occurs. This, however, is

equivalent, to modifying the flow-density diagram of link j for the duration of the

incident, an unrealistic assumption. Instead, we assume that an incident forces traffic

operations to a different operating point (for instance, from normal point N to reduced

capacity point R in Figure 6.1). This can be accomplished by restricting the flow exiting

the incident link j to the reduced capacity level. This approach is more realistic than the

one followed by Cremer (1981), who considered introducing an additional (fictitious)

flow that enters link j and leaves the freeway in the next link.

6.3.3 Compression wave modeling

Compression waves have not been extensively studied on a theoretical basis (Payne

1979). While the mechanisms that produce compression waves are not completely known,

experience indicates that, when flow operates at levels close to capacity, it is unstable.

Even a small disturbance (e.g., braking, lane changing) can cause the following cars to

reduce speed and form a compressed traffic wave that progresses counter to the direction

of traffic flow. The ease with which a small disturbance can produce severe congestion

that can travel a long distance can be attributed to the substantial deceleration of vehicles

approaching the congested region in anticipation of high densities downstream.

Therefore, the anticipation term in the speed equation should be dominant. For

simulation, we model the onset of compression waves by a capacity reduction of short

duration.

6.3.4 Model application

A simulation code was written to implement the traffic model in C programming

language. The code consists of three parts, the interactive input module where geometric,
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traffic and incident (or compression wave) characteristics are inserted, the main module

where model computations are performed, and the output module that produces density,

speed, and flow at user specified detector locations and time intervals.

A three-lane, 1-mile long section of freeway with no entrance or exit ramps was

simulated (Figure 6.2). The section is subdivided into smaller sections of length Ax.

Detector stations are assumed in the middle of discretized sections several 'segments

apart. The simulated data include density, speed, and flow. Space is discretized at

Ax=400 ft (- 120 m). For comparison, Papageorgiou (1989) has considered 125-500 m

sections. Time is discretized at At=2.5 seconds.

6.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Stability conditions can be investigated using direct and indirect methods. For instance,

a linearized analysis of the time evolution of a small perturbation to an otherwise

homogenous traffic stream can be performed. Following this approach, Payne (1979)

derived the following stability condition for an infinite length freeway with uniform

sections of length Ax:

2
> dUe, A K U due (6.13)

T >  k1 0d k + T +kdkoJ

where uo and ko represent operating speed and density respectively. A similar approach

could not be followed here since the analysis deals with large perturbations that violate

the linearization assumption. Further, an indirect method, such as Liapunov's, carries its

own complexities in the selection of a function that is appropriate for analysis.

For gaining an understanding of simulated incident or compression wave behavior

under different model parameter values, and for better illustrating the effect of each

parameter, we design an application example, in which all variables representing traffic

conditions are fixed, and perform sensitivity analysis of the model parameters. In the

example, normal capacity is set at 2300 vph, free flow speed at 60 mph, traffic demand
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4 at 2200 vph, and reduced capacity resulting from incidents or compression waves at

1600 vph. The equilibrium speed-density relationship is described by Eqn. (6.12) with

p=2 and r=20.

6.4.1 Anticipation parameter

The system response to an incident long-duration pulse input is substantially affected by

the anticipation parameter v (or Y/T) in Eqn. (6.10). Previous researchers have proposed

values for v and T within a large range. Payne (1979) proposed an indicative stability

threshold v/T = 1000 (mi/hr)2 for T/Ax = 75 sec/mile. For segments with Ax = 400

ft the threshold is equivalent to T = 5.7 sec and Y= 1.6 mi2/hr. Other researchers have

proposed higher values for v and T (Cremer and May, 1986, Papageorgiou, 1989).

To examine the effect of v/T, we consider the density output from consecutive

discretized sections Ax at four values of v/T, i.e., 75, 150, 300, and 750, over time

(Figure 6.3). As indicated from the, the system response at a single station (not a specific

one) can be unstable (oscillatory without decay with time) at low v/T, or stable

(exponentially decaying) with variable degree of overshoot (decreasing as v/T increases)

and damped frequency of oscillation (increasing with W/T). With respect to space, for

each v/T value, the response is transmitted across sections with little attenuation. In the

incident case, sections closer to the incident location display the incident effect earlier.

Upstream sections exhibit increased densities while downstream reduced. For

compression waves, the congestion effect propagates upstream and, thus, density peaks

follow the same direction.

Unlike incidents that generally result in stable conditions, compression waves

represent rather unstable patterns associated with traffic breakdowns. Therefore, lower

values of v/T Hxan those for incidents should be considered. Figure 6.4 illustrates the

effect of v/T in the case of compression waves. First, we note that qualitatively good

compression wave patterns (such that the system response keeps propagating long after

the disturbance has been removed, a pattern observed in actual traffic) are obtained for

values of v/T that are one order of magnitude lower than those for incidents (i.e., W/T

= 7.5, 15, 30, 75). Considering the response of the system with respect to time, all the
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above values of v/T result in stable conditions in the sense that only one oscillation

(corresponding to the pulse input, short duration capacity reduction) is observed at each

station. Although not shown here, lower values of v/T were found to result in continuous

oscillations. The figure further illustrates that the response at a single section presents

lower amplitude (overshoot) and higher duration (lower frequency) as v/T increases.

The most important aspect of sensitivity analysis in the compression wave case

deals with space. At low v/T (i.e., v/T = 7.5), the pulse response grows as it propagates

in space, and this theoretically could lead to unbounded densities. In practice, however,

density is bounded by the jam density. The rate of density peak growth in space

decreases with v/T until, at a limiting v/T value, density response travels unmodified.

Higher values of v/T result in response decaying with space.

6.4.2 Density adjustment parameter #

Parameter 0 controls the temporal rate of change in density with respect to spatial change

of flow. The effect of f is more pronounced in the compression wave case and is

illustrated in Figure 6.5 (b=2, 2.5, 3, and 3.5). For comparison, Lax and Wendroff

(1960) considered a value of 2 for the density adjustment factor in their model. The

effect of f is similar to the one of v/T, i.e., low $ values result in fast response of the

system to the imposed disturbance with high amplitude, high frequency patterns growing

in space, while high 0 results in slower, less pronounced, and spatially decaying

response. The effect of 0 in the incident case is similar.

6.4.3 Duration of disturbance

Compression waves are modeled with a short-duration capacity reduction (pulse input).

Although in real life situations such a reduction may last for only a few seconds, the

model is capable of capturing disturbances with duration in the order of a minute. Figure

6.6 shows the effect of four levels of duration (60-180 sec) and reveal that, in this range,

the duration has not a significant effect. In case of incidents, the duration is much longer

than the duration of expected oscillations during the transition period from state to state,

therefore, analyzing different duration levels is not important.
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6.4.4 Effect of a

The parameter K occurring in the denominator of Eqn. (6.10) is analyzed with two values

namely k=0 and 62 vpm (Papageorgiou proposed k=64 vpm). Figure 6.7 indicates that

the parameter has not a significant effect on the model output. This may be partly

explained by the fact that this example has adapted relatively high densities; however,

K has been proposed to limit the effect of the anticipation term when the density l" in the

denominator of Eqn. (6.10) is low.

6.5 APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Three types of factors affect the analysis of incidents and compression waves; factors

related with the underlying model parameters, those associated with traffic and incident

(or compression wave) operating conditions, and factors concerning hardware

instrumentation that determine the ability to observHxtraffic patterns. Using a range of

values for these factors, we illustrate representative incident and compression wave

patterns produced by simulation.

Model parameters are fixed at levels described in the previous section. -Default

values of the anticipation parameter v/T are, 300 for incidents and 30 for compression

waves, the density flow adjustment factor i = 3, and the density normalization parameter

Kc=62 vpm. The speed-density equilibrium relationship is given by Eqn. (6.12). Factors

in the second class include traffic operating conditions, i.e., demand level, magnitude

(capacity reduction), and duration of imposed disturbance. In the case of incidents, two

values of demand are considered, 1600 vph (uncongested flow) and 2200 vph (congested

flow). Capacity reduction is set at 1200 and 1600 vph respectively, and duration of

incidents is 15 minutes. For compression waves, which appear only when traffic

conditions are close to capacity, only a demand of 2200 vph is examined. The duration

of capacity reduction is 90 seconds. Factors in the third class include sensor spacing and

the location of the incident (or compression wave) relative to the sensors. Sensor spacing

determines the observability of the disturbance pattern.

In summary, incident and compression wave patterns are analyzed with respect
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Figure 6.7 Effect of K in compression wave modeling.
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to (see Figure 6.2),

- sensor spacing (short - 0.23 mi, long - 0.55 mi),

- incident location relative to sensors (upstream, midway, downstream), and

- traffic conditions (demand/capacity = 2200/2300 and 1600/2300).

Sensors are located in the middle of a segment to provide average values for the section.

Incident locations are at points A, B, C, and D. Unlike detector placement, incident

location is assumed at the boundary between two consecutive sections, so that points

within a single section represent similar traffic conditions (congested or uncongested).

Examining the sensitivity of simulated incidents to changes in their location is meaningful

only in sparse sensor spacing, e.g., when sensors are 0.55 mi apart. The location of a

compression wave is not of interest, since its effect is observed at sensors that do not

enclose its originating point. The origin of the compression wave is assumed at point E

and, therefore, its effect is observed at all three sensors.

Figure 6.8 illustrates incident patterns at demand = 2200 vph and reduced

capacity= 1600 vph. As indicated by the figure, for any incident location, the

measurement patterns at all stations upstream (or downstream) of an incident are similar

to each other. This is expected, since the freeway section has uniform geometry and

traffic conditions are the same in all four cases. The major difference among the four

tests is the relative time at which the incident effect appears at adjacent stations. Short

detector spacing results in patterns that are observed almost simultaneously at both

upstream and downstream detectors. Longer detector spacing, however, results in delayed

arrival of incident-generated shock waves at adjacent stations depending on the location

of the incident (A, B, and C). In general, because the propagation speed of the

congestion wave traveling upstream is much lower than that of the convection wave

traveling downstream (see also Payne, et al., 1978), the incident effect reaches the

upstream station later than the downstream, except when the incident location is close to

the upstream station (point A). The effect is more pronounced when traffic demand is

lower as discussed next.

Figure 6.9 presents incident patterns at a lower demand of 1600 vph and reduced

capacity of 1200 vph. Similarly to Figure 6.8, the difference in propagation speed
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between congestion and convection waves is illustrated by considering incidents at points

A and C. The variability in propagation speed of shock waves can be explained by

considering a shock wave model and the flow-density diagram in Figure 6.10. The

occurrence of a capacity-reducing incident results in changes in the traffic characteristics

both upstream and downstream of the incident. In particular, two shock waves are

generated at the incident location; the first propagates upstream at a speed W,, and the

second downstream at Wd. Lighthill and Whitham (1955) have presented a theoretical

model for computing the speed of a shock wave based on changes in flow and density.

Referring to the flow-density diagram in Figure 6.10, the speed of the shock waves

generated by an incident is given by,

W q q (6.14)kR - km

Wd - q-m . (6.15)

where

point N (or N') represents normal conditions,

point R (or R') represents congested traffic conditions upstream of the incident

site, and

point M (or M') represents uncongested traffic conditions downstream of the

incident site.

A negative value in the expression for W. indicates that the wave is moving upstream.

The slope of lines N-R (or N'-R') and N-M (or N'-M') represents the speed of shock

waves upstream and downstream respectively. The graphical representation indicates that

IWJ > | W,' andWd < Wd.
The compression wave pattern is illustrated in Figure 6.11 which indicates that

the pattern at each station is similar in shape to ones at other stations. As in the incident

case, the major difference between the patterns observed at pairs of detectors is the

arrival delay, which is a function of sensor spacing and the traffic conditions.
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6.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INCIDENTS AND COMPRESSION

WAVES

The spectral characteristics of simulated incidents and compression wave are illustrated

in this section. The analysis is performed on the same patterns that were described in

time domain in the previous section. In particular, Figures 6.12 and 6.13 present the

spectral magnitude of the spatial occupancy difference corresponding to the incidents in

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. The low frequency component is dominant in all cases

in accordance with the spectral pattern of actual incidents. The incident spectral

characteristics, i.e., high power concentrated within a narrow range at zero frequency

and negligible power in higher frequencies, are more pronounced in simulated than in

actual incidents. Such behavior can be attributed to lack of random traffic variations in

simulated incidents. Random variations contribute to increased spectral magnitudes at

high frequencies.

The simulated compression waves (Figure 6.11) present spectral patterns with a

well defined peak offset from zero frequency (Figure 6.14). The location of the peak

depends on the time delay in arrival of the compressed traffic wave at the two sensors.

Longer time delay results in narrower spectral mainlobe moving closer to the zero

frequency. The high spectral magnitude of simulated patterns compared to actual patterns

is attributed to the fact that different traffic variables have been employed in the two

cases. In particular, simulated patterns are presented in terms of traffic density, while

actual measurements include occupancy, an approximately linear function of density.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Further Research Needs

The prevention of avoidable accidents and the management of traffic during incidents

have been the focus of attention in recent years. The significant contribution of incidents

to traffic congestion has necessitated their special treatment by surveillance and control

systems. Rapid detection of incidents can substantially reduce-traffic delays and is the

cornerstone for effective incident management systems.

The present study focused on assessing the operational limitations of existing

incident detection algorithms and developing an improved structure for detection of

freeway incidents. A number of existing algorithms were first tested with a set of actual

traffic and incident data from I-35W in Minneapolis, and their performance was

evaluated in terms of detection and false alarm rates. The testing was supplemented with

a survey of operational incident management systems in the U.S. and Canada that

revealed that, in agreement with the testing results, existing algorithms result in high

false alarm rates and, consequently, are not used as the primary detection tool. Instead,

algorithms typically provide an incident indication, but incident management units are not

deployed until the alarm has been verified by the traffic operator, state patrolman, or

motorists.

The development of the improved detection scheme focused on determining all

types of traffic disturbance that may occur in typical freeway traffic, and uncovering the

features that best differentiate among them. Major disturbances include recurrent

congestion at bottleneck locations, traffic pulses propagating downstream in uncongested

traffic, compression waves propagating upstream in congested traffic, short-duration

random fluctuations, and patterns from failure of the traffic detection system. All types
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of traffic disturbance were analyzed with regard to time and spectral characteristics,

based on actual traffic data and data generated by a simulation model developed here.

From the findings of the analysis, most types have distinguishable spectral patterns.

Subsequently, filters were designed to capture the spectral characteristics differentiating

traffic events. Incidents were distinguished from other disturbances based on two major

characteristics, fast evolution of congestion following incidents, and long duration of

incident patterns. For detecting the first characteristic bandpass filters must be designed;

the second can be detected from its low frequency pattern. To distinguish sharply

evolving incident congestion from gradually developing recurrent congestion, temporal

comparisons of traffic patterns were performed. Further, to filter out short-duration

traffic disturbances, several types of data smoothing were employed. Filters were

designed by appropriately handling three common types of lowpass filters, moving

average, moving median, and exponential smoothing. The corresponding algorithm,

DELOS, was evaluated with the I-35W data set and its performance found substantially

higher than that of existing algorithms, indicating the performance potential from using

filtered instead of raw data.

The new algorithm can effectively filter out congestion, traffic pulses, random

fluctuations, and patterns from sensor failures; however, it does not adequately

distinguish incidents from compression waves, as the two events share similar spectral

characteristics, except that each event also presents a unique narrow-band spectral

excitation. For better distinguishing between these events, narrow filters were designed

to pass the unique spectral features of the two events. However, the substantial spectral

overlap and the variability of spectral patterns within each type of event resulted in

marginal performance improvement.

A number of comments should be made regarding the presented results,

limitations of the proposed methods, and future research needs. The results reported in

this report represent testing on a limited data set and, therefore, the significance of

performance measures cannot be established until further testing is performed. Although

the test site was selected to include most types of geometric configurations, testing at

different sites and, possibly, in different cities would better indicate the algorithm
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performance. Further, although the algorithms include normalization procedures that seek

to increase the potential for transferability across application sites and traffic conditions,

such procedures are rough and their effectiveness should be further tested. Finally, the

results reported here correspond to an off-line evaluation in which the validity of the

given information cannot be ascertained. On-line implementation of the algorithm would

lead to a more realistic performance assessment.

A second comment -refers to the tradeoff between algorithm complexity and

performance. The proposed algorithms have a simple structure and minimal data and

calibration requirements, and, therefore, are suitable for operational use. To retain

simplicity, the algorithm consider only the major traffic parameters and, therefore,

performance could be limited. This limit can be exceeded if additional information,

mostly qualitative, is considered (e.g., through an expert system or neural network), but

this may lead to more complex structures. Further, adjustment of the proposed algorithm

to specific freeway locations would enhance the performance, but this would be

accomplished at the expense of increased calibration effort and lower transferability. As

part of such an investigation, sensitivity analysis with respect to optimum detector

placement and spacing is needed.

As a final comment, the proposed detection structure can be implemented across

a variety of traffic detection systems and applications. In particular, such implementation

could involve traffic detection systems with image processing currently being developed.

While such systems provide powerful capabilities for traffic information extraction and

may detect stationary vehicles within the camera view, an incident detection algorithm

is still needed for the rest of the freeway, since high instrumentation cost currently

prohibits dense placement of cameras; even within the camera view, an algorithm is

needed to distinguish among normal congestion, compression wave, or incident generated

traffic breakdown. Further, following the increase of traffic demand in arterial networks,

the need for incident detection in urban areas has increased in recent years. While

freeway and arterial traffic flow have fundamental differences, owing to the nature of

traffic flow (uninterrupted in freeways, interrupted in arterials), the proposed algorithm,

with appropriate modifications, has an application potential in arterial networks.
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DELOS Performance Tables
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Table B.1 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 1.1 (10, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T2  (%) (%) Alarms-

0.20 0.30 89 0.758 11.8 0.1
0.30 0.30 85 0.583 9.1 0.2
0.40 0.40 81 0.334 5.2 0.6
0.50 0.40 74 0.219 3.4 0.7
0.60 0.40 67 0.151 2.4 0.9
0.60 0.60 59 0.077 1.2 0.9
0.64 0.64 56 0.056 0.9 0.7
0.60 0.80 41 0.030 0.5 0.4
0.80 0.80 33 0.020 0.3 0.9
1.00 1.00 26 0.008 0.1 2.9
0.80 1.20 19 0.007 0.1 1.6
1.20 1.20 15 0.005 0.1 0.0

- test site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.2 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 1.1 (10, 8)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T (%) () Alarms-

0.30 0.20 89 0.552 8.6 1.0
0.30 0.30 85 0.431 6.7 0.8
0.35 0.35 81 0.303 4.7 0.9
0.40 0.40 74 0.224 3.5 1.1
0.40 0.50 70 0.163 2.5 1.3
0.50 0.40 67 0.159 2.5 1.7
0.55 0.55 63 . 0.074 1.2 2.1
0.60 0.60 48 0.053 0.8 1.6
0..65 0.65 44 0.042 0.7 1.4
0.70 0.70 41 0.033 0.5 2.1
0.80 0.80 33 0.016 0.2 1.3
1.00 1.00 26 0.008 0.1 3.7
0.80 1.20 15 0.006 0.1 3.6

- test site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.3 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 1.1 (20, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T, (%) (%) Alarms-

0.25 0.25 89 0.772 12.0 0.5
0.40 0.30 85 0.464 7.2 0.9
0.30 0.40 81 0.366 -5.7 0.9
0.50 0.40 74 0.246 3.8 0.9
0.50 0.50 70 0.184 2.9 1.0
0.40 0.60 67 0.152 2.4 1.0
0.60 0.60 63 0.094 1.5 1.2
0.50 0.70 52 0.078 1.2 1.0
0.80 0.60 48 0.053 0.8 1.5
0.80 0.80 41 0.026 0.4 1.8
0.60 0.90 33 0.022 0.3 2.3
0.90 0.90 30 0.016 0.2 3.6
1.00 1.00 22 0.010 0.2 4.4
0.80 1.20 19 0.006 0.1 4.5

-test site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.4 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 1.1 (15, 10)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T T (%) (%) Alarms-

0.20 0.20 93 0.650 10.1 1.1
0.20 0.30 89 0.453 7.1 1.3
0.35 0.35 81 0.241 3.8 1.7
0.35 0.45 70 0.164 2.6 2.3
0.40 0.50 63 0.118 1.8 2.4
0.50 0.50 59 0.088 1.4 2.5
0.55 0.55 52 0.063 1.0 3.0
0.60 0.60 48 0.048 0.7 3.1
0.65 0.65 41 0.036 0.6 2.6
0.75 0.75 37 0.022 0.3 2.8
0.60 0.90 30 0.014 0.2 3.4
1.00 1.00 22 0.008 0.1 4.3
1.20 1.20 19 0.004 0.1 6.7

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.5 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 2.2 (9, 5)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Dwection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T(%) (%) Alarms-

0.30 0.30 93 0.886 13.8 0.4
0.30 0.40 85 0.643 10.0 0.5
0.40 0.40 78 0.539 8.4 0.6
0.40 0.50 74 0.409 6.4 0.8
0.50 0.50 67 0.331 5.2 0.7
0.55 0.55 63 0.223 3.5 0.7
0.60 0.60 56 0.157 2.4 1.1
0.65 0.65 52 0.123 1.9 0.9
0.60 0.80 41 0.076 1.2 0.2
0.60 0.90 37 0.050 0.8 0.8
0.90 0.90 26 0.030 0.5 0.1
1.20 0.80 22 0.024 0.4 2.0
1.20 1.20 19 0.010 0.2 3.2

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.6 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 2.2 (9, 7)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T, (%) (%) Alarms-

0.25 0.25 89 0.921 14.4 0.9
0.30 0.20 85 0.847 13.2 0.8
0.40 0.40 81 0.373 -5.8 1.0
0.40 0.50 74 0.292 4.6 1.3
0.40 0.60 63 0.187 2.9 1.2
0.55 0.55 56 0.150 2.3 1.4
0.60 0.60 48 0.113 1.8 1.4
0.65 0.65 44 0.094 1.5 1.2
0.60 0.80 33 0.051 0.8 1.1
0.60 0.90 26 0.034 0.5 0.1
1.20 1.20 19 0.008 0.1 3.2

-test site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.7 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 2.2 (9, 9)

False Hourly Average.
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T (%) (%) Alarms-

0.20 0.20 89 0.961 15.0 1.3
0.20 0.30 85 0.676 10.5 1.4
0.30 0.40 78 0.361 5.6 1.4
0.40 0.50 74 0.223 3.5 1.8
0.45 0.45 67 0.219 3.4 1.8
0.40 0.60 59 0.137 2.1 1.8
0.55 0.55 56 0.121 1.9 2.0
0.50 0.70 48 0.080 1.2 1.8
0.65 0.65 44 0.069 1.1 2.1
0.60 0.80 41 0.039 0.6 1.6
0.80 0.80 30 0.031 0.5 0.7
1.00 1.00 22 0.017 0.3 2.2
1.20 1.20 19 0.008 0.1 4.7

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.8 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 3.3 (0.03, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T, (%) (%) Alarms-

0.08 0.05 81 0.261 4.1 1.5
0.12 0.06 78 0.176 2.7 2.0
0.08 0.08 70 0.124 1.9 1.7
0.09 0.09 67 0.091 1.4 2.1
0.08 0.10 59 0.068 1.1 2.5
0.10 0.10 56 0.062 1.0 2.5
0.12 0.12 52 0.033 0.5 2.2
0.11 0.13 44 0.027 0.4 1.8
0.14 0.14 37 0.022 0.3 1.8
0.15 0.15 33 0.014 0.2 3.7
0.18 0.18 22 0.008 0.1 5.8
0.22 0.22 15 0.005 0.1 4.6

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.9 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 3.3 (0.05, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T(%) (%) Alarms-

0.07 0.07 85 0.411 6.4 1.0
0.09 0.09 81 0.289 4.5 0.9
0.15 0.10 78 0.176 -2.7 1.1
0.12 0.12 70 0.152 2.4 1.2
0.17 0.12 67 0.113 1.8 1.4
0.15 0.15 63 0.076 1.2 1.4
0.16 0.16 59 0.059 0.9 1.3
0.17 0.17 52 0.048 0.7 1.8
0.21 0.21 44 0.024 0.4 1.9
0.23 0.23 33 0.014 0.2 3.2
0.25 0.25 22 0.009 0.1 5.2
0.30 0.30 15 0.006 0.1 4.5

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.10 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 3.3 (0.10, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T, (%%) Alarms-

0.15 0.10 89 0.544 8.5 0.6
0.15 0.15 85 0.382 6.0 0.5
0.15 0.20 78 0.240 3.7 0.8
0.20 0.20 70 0.188 2.9 0.7
0.25 0.20 67 0.133 2.1 0.9
0.25 0.25 63 0.087 1.4 1.0
0.20 0.30 59 0.068 1.1 0.6
0.30 0.30 52 0.043 0.7 1.2
0.25 0.35 44 0.031 0.5 0.8
0.35 0.35 41 0.023 0.4 1.7
0.30 0.40 37 0.015 0.2 1.2
0.40 0.40 33 0.011 0.2 1.1
0.45 0.45 26 0.008 0.1 2.9
0.50 0.50 22 0.005 0.1 2.1

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.11 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 3.1 (0.03, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T(%) (%) Alarms-

0.30 0.30 93 0.655 10.2 0.4
0.35 0.35 85 0.504 7.9 0.5
0.30 0.40 81 0.467 7.3 0.4
0.40 0.40 78 0.392 6.1 0.6
0.40 0.50 74 0.258 4.0 0.8
0.50 0.50 70 0.207 3.2 0.7
0.60 0.40 67 0.193 3.0 0.7
0.55 0.55 63 0.144 2.2 1.3
0.60 0.60 59 0.103 1.6 1.5
0.50 0.70 56 0.078 1.2 1.7
0.65 0.65 52 0.051 0.8 1.8
0.75 0.75 44 0.037 0.6 1.8
0.80 0.80 40 0.031 0.5 1.9
0.90 0.90 26 0.023 0.4 2.6
0.80 1.20 19 0.008 0.1 3.4

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.12 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 3.1 (0.05, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T, (%) (%) Alarms-

0.25 0.25 93 0.796 12.4 0.1
0.30 0.30 89 0.627 9.8 0.4
0.40 0.30 85 0.476 7.4 0.6
0.40 0.40 81 0.372 5.8 1.0
0.50 0.40 78 0.257 4.0 1.1
0.60 0.40 70 0.173 2.7 1.1
0.40 0.60 67 0.136 2.1 0.9
0.60 0.60 63 0.084 1.3 1.1
0.50 0.70 52 0.070 1.1 1.1
0.70 0.70 48 0.045 0.7 1.2
0.80 0.80 41 0.029 0.5 1.9
1.00 0.70 30 0.022 0.3 2.1
1.00 1.00 22 0.010 0.2 4.7
0.80 1.20 19 0.006 0.1 3.5

- test site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations
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Table B.13 Thresholds and performance results: DELOS 3.1 (0.10, 6)

False Hourly Average
Detection Alarm Number Detection

Rate Rate of False Time (min)
T, T (%) (%) Alarms-

0.30 0.20 89 0.772 12.0 0.2
0.40 0.30 85 0.451 7.0 0.6
0.40 0.40 78 0.354 5.5 0.8
0.45 0.45 74 0.235 3.7 0.7
0.50 0.50 67 0.163 2.5 0.8
0.40 0.60 63 0.140 2.2 0.7
0.60 0.60 59 0.074 1.2 0.8
0.50 0.70 56 0.061 1.0 0.6
0.65 0.65 52 0.052 0.8 0.5
0.70 0.70 44 0.036 0.6 0.9
0.75 0.75 41 0.027 0.4 1.6
0.80 0.80 37 0.019 0.3 1.2
0.90 0.90 30 0.010 0.2 2.1
1.00 1.00 26 0.006 0.1 3.0
0.80 1.20 15 0.004 0.1 1.9

Stest site length is 5.5 miles and includes 14 detector stations




